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URLS, BRANDING, 

& CONTACT
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GOOD URL

Keep it: 

• Memorable 

• Short 

• Avoid hyphens 

• Unique — reflecting or describing your brand

Take care that your URL does not inadvertently spell out something you’d rather it 

didn’t. How do you read this URL?

Or this one?

Or this one?

lawomensexpo.com/

speedofart.com

Or this one? choosespain.com
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BRANDING

YOUR WEBSITE SHOULD BE CLEARLY 

BRANDED. “BRANDING” INCLUDES: 

• Logo or other identifier 

• Site icon (also called a “favicon”) 

• Palette (colors) 

• Tagline 

•  Explanation of your mission / 

values

What Branding Elements Do: 

• Convey your emotional 

corporate image or 

“personality”  

• Communicate your company 

values 

• Help you connect to customers 

and determine how customers 

respond to your message
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If you are using WordPress there are many good contact form plugins, 

each of which offer slightly different features: 

• Gravity Form (not free) 

• Formidable Forms 

• Caldera Forms 

• Ninja Forms 

• Contact Form 7

CONTACT

• Make it easy to find, easy to contact you. 

• Any time you write  “contact me” in your website copy, make those 

words a link to either a contact page or to email. 

• Give phone numbers links for easy "click to dial”. 

• Have a contact form as well as your email link in your global footer. 

• It’s OK to have an email link on your contact page. This way, even if 

your contact form fails for any reason, people can still reach you. 

(See example on next page.)
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An example of a contact form on an e-commerce site offering 

multiple ways to contact the artist.
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DESIGN & COPY
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CLEAN DESIGN & 

GOOD COPYWRITING

It’s so tempting to give too much information. We all think  

we should have everything on display “just in case.”   

Remove everything that is not part of your strategy. 

 Think of your end goal, and what your visitor needs.  

DESIGN/WRITE FOR SHORT ATTENTION SPANS 

Our online attention spans are so short  that it’s easy to lose 

some—hey, you there, please come back!  I have more to say.

GOOD COPYWRITING 

• Is short 

• Is clear 

• Contains quality content 

• Gets to the point 

• Uses the right words 

• Uses good grammar and spelling
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CREDIBILITY

These demonstrate your experience and customer appreciation: 

• Testimonials 

• Reviews 

• Success stories 

• Case studies 

• Press/media

SHOW THE LOVE AND THE SUCCESSES
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CALL TO ACTION
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CALL TO ACTION (CTA)

Make it very clear. You may want them to: 

• Call or email you 

• Download something 

• Subscribe to your mailing list 

• Buy something 

• Sign up for a seminar, webinar or other event 

• Fill out a survey 

• View a video or listen to a podcast 

• Upload something 

WHEN PEOPLE COME TO YOUR SITE, WHAT DO YOU WANT THEM TO DO?

Decide what you want to accomplish, and then lead your visitors, with short, 

clear text that stands out from the rest of your page..
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SECURITY
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SECURITY

• Your website user name, which you use to log in, should 

never display publicly as any of these:  

• “admin” 

• your email address 

• your name, your child’s name, your pet’s name 

• Have a strong password.

BACK UP - IT’S NOT JUST FOR DESKTOP FILES

LOGGING IN & KEEPING THE BAD GUYS OUT

• Set up a scheduled, automatic 

backup. 

• The back-up should be one that will 

completely and easily restore your 

website. 

• Many web hosts offer a back up, 

but often they only backup files.  

This will not restore your website. 

Have a backup that includes files 

and databases, and that can restore 

your site with a single click.

WordPress Backup Plugins 

Include: 

• Updraft Plus 

• Backup Buddy (not free) 

• VaultPress 

• Duplicator 

• All-In-One Migration 

(not automatic)
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You no doubt have noticed how many websites’ URLs start 

with https, instead of http, and display a little green padlock 

next to their URL on some browsers. The “S” stands for  

“security.” It means that information transmitted via the site, 

like that from people signing up for your mailing list, 

contacting you, or buying from you, is encrypted. And we want 

to protect our clients and customers!

SSL

Below, the green padlock appears, along with the word “secure” on Chrome. Firefox 

displays a similar padlock with information, while Safari shows a far more subtle icon.

FireFo
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HOW TO GET THE GREEN PADLOCK: 

There are different tiers of SSL. For many of us who are not 

taking sensitive information like social security numbers or 

credit card information, the simplest SSL is sufficient. 

Some hosts offer free version of that tier. The most popular one 

is called Let’s Encrypt. If your web host offers it for free, ask 

them (or a web professional you work with) to set it up for you. 

SSL
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PERFORMANCE 

THE NEED FOR SPEED
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MAKE IT SNAPPY

IMAGE OPTIMIZATION - NOT A FAIRY TALE

Milliseconds count when you’re online. That’s where image 

optimization and website caching come in.

Once upon a time long ago, in a Land called EarthLink, we made 

images teeny-tiny in order for them not to slow down websites 

too much as they crawled to our desktops via dial-up.  

Times have changed, and speeds are faster, but at the same time, 

current cameras, even those on phones, output images that are 

quite large. While we want a certain physical size for impact, we 

do still need to monitor the end result. Optimization is the 

answer.
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MAKE IT SNAPPY

IMAGE OPTIMIZATION - WHAT IT DOES

It is virtually impossible to tell a properly optimized image from an 

original with the naked eye. Image from ShortPixel..

IMAGE OPTIMIZATION IS A METHOD OF COMPRESSING IMAGES 

WITHOUT LOSING QUALITY.  

Since images can account for 50% of a page’s loading time, 

compressing them can make a huge difference in page speed, 

which in turn: 

• Keeps visitors on your site longer, increasing engagement 

• Enables search engine robots to crawl your website more easily, 

helping to improve SEO.
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MAKE IT SNAPPY

• If you are on WordPress, there are plugins that will help you 

optimize images, compressing them while leaving the 

dimensions. Some, like ShortPixel, include a re-sizer as well, 

which is handy for images with dimensions that are too large.  

• If you re-size the dimensions manually, in most cases a 

maximum of 1200 pixels on the longest side is will do; 

certainly no more than 1920 pixels. 

• Most image optimization plugins offer up to a certain number 

of optimizations for free. Most often the free quota is sufficient 

for most sites that are not hosting portfolios or other image-

rich features. 

WordPress Image Optimization  Plugins Include: 

• ShortPixel 

• Imagify 

• TinyPng 

• WP Smush 

• EWWW

IMAGE OPTIMIZATION
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MAKE IT SNAPPY

CACHING

• Caching is a mechanism that  “remembers” a page you once 

visited and serves up that page more quickly than it would 

without “remembering” (caching.) 

• You probably have cleared the cache on your browser. But 

there’s another kind — one that caches on your website 

server (your host.) 

• Without going into the mechanics of it (nicely explained 

here, however), I do strongly advise using a caching plugin if 

you are on the WordPress platform.  

Swift and WPRocket are my current favorites. 

• It is also helpful to use the nifty speed tools online to check 

how long it takes for your page to load.

WordPress Caching Plugins 

Include: 

• Swift Performance 

• WP Rocket 

• Comet Cache

FASTER PAGE = HAPPIER AND MORE ENGAGED VISITORS

Online Speed Tools: 

• Pingdom Tools 

• GT Metrix 

• Google Speed Insights
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MAKE IT SNAPPY

CACHING - THE FAST FOOD ANALOGY

Let’s say you go to a new take-out restaurant. The first time you go, you 

spend quite a few minutes going over the menu and thinking about 

what you want.  

When your web visitor goes to a webpage of yours the first time, all the 

content, images, scripts and other code you don't see, has to download. 

It’s as if their browser is reading the menu for the first time. 

Let’s say now that what you 

ordered that first time hit the 

spot, and you will want it 

every week. Now you can 

order it ahead of time and it’s 

all ready for you when you 

get there.  

If something changes on the menu, however, or if your visitor wants 

something different (i.e., go to a different page on that same website) it 

might take a bit longer because it’s new, and the ready-to-go process 

starts over.

CACHING IS LIKE THAT READY-TO-GO ORDER. IT’S SERVING YOU FASTER.
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BE MOBILE FRIENDLY
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THE SHIFT TOWARD MOBILE

Web visitors are increasingly using mobile devices, whether 

phones or tablets. The two charts below demonstrate this trend. 

The left-hand chart, shows a mainly desktop usage on an  

e-commerce site with a largely baby boomer demographic.  

However, the righthand chart, shows a 75% mobile usage 

among customers who range from the mid 20s through 40s.

Google favors mobile-friendly websites. You can check your mobile-friendliness as 

seen by Google at google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly
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WHAT DOES “MOBILE FRIENDLY” 

LOOK LIKE?

A mobile friendly website is coded to adapt to different types 

of devices and screen sizes. Horizontal content will  “stack” as 

the screen narrows; nothing gets cut off. If your site does not 

do this, you will likely need a new theme.

Im
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SEARCH ENGINE 

OPTIMIZATION 

FIRST, SAY HI TO GOOGLE
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SEO CAVEAT

SEO is a huge topic, beyond the scope of this wee guidebook. I’m 

going to touch briefly on 3 things that will help you get started: 

• a sitemap  

• verification  

• plugins and resources

If you are using WordPress, SEO plugins will help guide you to 

compose good titles and descriptions, and make each page 

easier for Google to find.

The SEO Framework plugin makes it easy for you to craft a title and description of the 

right word count for Google, and also for various social media sites.

PLUGINS FOR YOUR WEBSITE
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SEO

WordPress SEO Plugins Include: 

• WordPress SEO by Yoast (the most well-known, very robust) 

• SEO Framework (I often prefer this one. It is fast, lightweight, and less likely to 

overwhelm) 

• All in One SEO Pack

RESOURCES FOR SEO LEARNING: 

• Yoast, a plugin, is nearly synonymous with SEO.   

The company has a blog of excellent articles worthwhile 

whether you use the plugin or not. 

• Rebecca Gill has a very informative blog, as well as a 

downloadable free e-book, Beginner’s Guide to Search Engine 

Optimization.

TOOLS FOR WHEN YOU WANT TO BITE OFF MORE: 

• Screaming Frog 

• SEO PowerSuite (pay-for tools with a good blog of free articles) 

• SEMRush Academy (they offer free courses)
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THE GOOGLE FACTOR

MAKE SURE GOOGLE KNOWS WHERE YOU ARE: XML SITEMAP 

Have a sitemap, also called a sitemap XML file. A sitemap lists a 

website’s important pages in a specific format, making sure 

Google can find and crawl them.   

Fortunately, if you are a Wordpress user, the popular SEO plugins 

on the previous page already do this for you.

A small portion of my own site’s sitemap. It tells Google about the presence of every type 

of public facing content—pages, blog posts, testimonials, images, etc.

SITEMAP
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THE GOOGLE FACTOR

MAKE SURE YOUR WEBSITE IS VERIFIED WITH GOOGLE.  

Here’s how Google explains verification:

GETTING GOOGLE TO KNOW YOU

SO HOW DOES ONE VERIFY? 

Good news — you may already be verified if you have Google 

Analytics set up on your site. To check, go to https://

search.google.com/search-console and see if your website is listed. 

Click on the “Search property” in the upper lefthand dropdown 

menu. If your website is listed it will look like the image below.  

IF IT IS NOT LISTED,  CLICK “ADD PROPERTY” AND ADD YOUR WEBSITE. 

Verification is the process of proving that you own the site that you claim to 

own. Google needs to confirm ownership because once you are verified for 

a site, you can access its private Google Search data, and decide how 

Google Search crawls it.
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THE GOOGLE FACTOR

If you are already listed, you will instead see something like this: 

Or like this: 
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THE GOOGLE FACTOR

VERIFYING FOR WEBSITE OWNERSHIP FOR GOOGLE SEARCH IS DIFFERENT 

FROM VERIFYING YOUR LOCAL BUSINESS WITH GOOGLE.  

Website Verification focuses on your website, how it appears in 

search, and provides you with analytics about who comes to your 

website, from where, and how.  

Google Business Verification helps businesses appear to local 

customers in search and maps, and may include customer reviews. 

The business does not need to have a website. Think of it like a 

Yellow Pages. 

A NOTE
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PRIVACY POLICY
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PRIVACY POLICY

Do you collect email addresses, or have people contact you via 

a form on your website? Do you use tools like website analytics 

or chat widgets?  Do you sell anything on your site? 

THEN YOU NEED A PRIVACY POLICY 

Basically, a privacy policy usually lets your customers know 

what type of data you’re collecting, and what you’re doing with 

that data. 

Keep in mind it is a legal document and ultimately should be 

advised by a legal professional. In the meantime, the Better 

Business Bureau has a sample to get your started.

IT’S THE LAW
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I hope you found this guidebook helpful. 

For any inquiries, please contact me: 

Jean Roth  

jrotem@rotemstudio.com

Web + Graphic Design 

  + Integrative Creative Services


